Urban Ecology

Adjustment to the programme

Our approach to sustainability includes not only
the adaptive re-use of the existing buildings but
the transformation of a post-industrial site in to
a public asset promoting social sustainability.
This layered approach looks at water use for
features and irrigation, increases the biodiversity
of the area through planting, creates comfortable
environmental conditions through shading and the
use of materials and supports a happy and healthy
lifestyle for Valencia’s residents.

The buildings were designed as shells which could allow for a variety of activities and a range of commercial
opportunities. This flexibility allows the city to respond to the needs of the community and to the economic needs
and constraints. The main building described was originally destined to become a cultural centre with its large water
feature that can double as an events space when the water feature is turned off. The municipality is now fitting out
the building to include a swimming pool. Other uses of the adjacent buildings include university activities in the
second nave such as dance, body performance and drama, and a multipurpose cultural space in nave three.
Innovation
The retaining walls which frame the Orchard Garden and the Children’s garden are clad with a series pre-cast
concrete planters. These planters create pockets for soil and irrigation. The bespoke shape was designed by
Gustafson Porter + Bowman using digital technology and developed with the contractor to create a distintive form
unique to the project.

New water features were carefully selected to help
with sustainable water management. Some are
natural pools with their own living filtration systems
which allow water to be cleaned and reused and
allow for aquatic plants.
Additionally, each bowl across the park has its own
reservoir rainwater tanks underneath each bowl,
which discharges unneeded water back into the
city aquifer. Irrigation water is taken from the city’s
irrigation network.

Park water infiltration strategy - Bowls lower level
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Water features were designed to use the available technology and construction methods that the budget would
allow. Rather than CNC cutting the stone work to create the distinctive river like feature, stone was cut and shaped
in triangulalated form to achieve the level changes and areas of wet and dry that characterise the water feature.

